The goal is to improve the students' listening and speaking ability, in general, the program is to equip students with a second language before they graduate, so as they will be able to find jobs with less difficulty.

The intermediate English courses with basic grammar and minimum sentence-making ability.

World Link Video Course is a teaching program for students to develop English fluency. The authors have made several short movies that include conversations on daily lives of six young people from different countries. The talks are about studying, living and working in New York City.

Watching DVD is the perfect way which can attract students' attention. A test after each lesson is necessary, so as to help students concentrate learning.

The second part of World Link is for reference since the Global Viewpoint after each unit is closely related to the previous lesson. I strongly recommend to study Global Viewpoint as the reference.

The beginning of the semester-and the first lesson in English listening and speaking. Students need textbooks. Unit one is on friends and new faces-a lesson about the interaction between friends.

Learn words describing people, and watch video and listen to the conversation. Then, listen to the talks on Global Viewpoint and learn ways describing a person.

Grammar on positive and negative statements. Listen again to the talks on video without watching the screen. Class test to understand how many students are serious and how many need...
六、教學進度 (Syllabi)

2009/10/8 Unit two: Express Yourself. A lesson on world etiquette - the Japanese greeting.
2009/10/15 Study different ways to greet people, and adjectives to express emotion.
2009/10/22 Unit three: Shopping in a grocery. Learn names of different food.
2009/10/29 A lesson on Noncount nouns and Plural count nouns.
2009/11/5 Unit four: Learn expressions on finding ways to a destination.
2009/11/12 Mid-term exam.
2009/11/19 Unit five: On Vacation - a lesson talking about traveling and souvenirs for other people.
2009/11/26 Study pronouns and possessive adjectives.
2009/12/3 Unit six: A lesson on sports and related expressions.
2009/12/17 Unit seven: A change of appearance. And conversation on the future.
2009/12/24 Unit eight: A conversation on heroes - study different distinguished persons.
2009/12/31 Unit nine: A weird dream. and a study of simple past tenses and the irregular verbs.
2010/1/7 Unit ten: Conversation in the doctor's office. Learn different parts of our body.
2010/1/14 Final exam. The end of 981 semester.

七、評量方式 (Evaluation)

Normal attendance, class test and good performance are counted for 30% of the semester score, while mid-term and final exams are accounted for 35% relatively.

八、講義地址 (http://)

九、教育目標

[重新查詢]